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“ We must accept finite disappointment,
but never lose
infinite hope.”
- Martin Luther
King, Jr.
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SECAUCUS MIDDLE SCHOOL

SMS Walks Out for a Cause
On Wednesday, March 14, the
national school walkout took place
across the country, with just short of
1,000 schools participating nationwide, protesting gun violence and
honoring the lives of the 17 students
killed at the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School shooting on February
14. Secaucus Middle and High
Schools both participated in this

cessful, I interviewed both Principal
Valente and the district Superintendent, Ms. Montesano, to receive details about the walkout.
As you know, the National
School Walkout took place at 10 AM
on March 14 nationwide, with only
13 schools in Northern New Jersey
taking part, including Secaucus.
Our own middle and high school

event, but took an untraditional route
of demonstrating the walkout. Students who wished to participate were
brought outside to the athletic field,
and spelled out the word ‘Hope’ to
send to the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School as a sign of understanding and, quite literally, hope for
the current and future students of the
school. Since the event was so suc-

formed the word ‘Hope’ on the athletic field. Who thought of and developed the idea of spelling out this
word to send to the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School and why?
Was this positioned as an alternative
because of student interest to the
walkout?
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SMS Math Scavenger Hunt
This year, Secaucus Middle
School held its second annual Math
Scavenger Hunt. Many teams
came out to compete and have
some fun. Teams were comprised
of one to five students from every
grade. Soon after all the teams had
signed in, the competition was underway.
The eager teams ran off trying
to complete as many complex riddles and problems as they could.
In the end, there was one winning team: Danny Argudo, James
Cotrell, Shaurya Baranwal, and
Ryan Badi.
All in all, everyone had an awesome time. Next year there will definitely be some anticipated tough
competition, so get those pencils
ready!

On your mark, get set, GO!

By: Bailey Fearon
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AND THE BAND PLAYED ON
The halls are alive with the sound of music, and it’s easy to understand
why. Mr. Sonnett and his students are hard at work creating beautiful music
that will entertain the students, their families, and the faculty and staff.
Their commitment and efforts are obvious when you see just how polished
these performances are. When asked about his band students, Mr. Sonnett
replied, “ I am thrilled to be working with such reliable, dedicated, and
talented musicians. These kids are why the performing arts programs in
Secaucus are so successful!”
Be sure to check out our next edition that
will highlight our wonderful SMS band and chorus.
-Staff
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The Starman: The Astronaut in Tesla’s Roadster in Space
By: Ayush Agarwal
You may have seen many rockets being launched into space. However, the recent rocket
launch by SpaceX is nothing like those previous launches. On February 6, 2018, SpaceX
launched their largest rocket yet into space, the Falcon Heavy. The Falcon Heavy is 230 feet (70
meters) tall and consists of 3 booster rocket. This rocket can carry a gargantuan payload, up to
about 140,000 pounds of weight into lower Earth orbit and up to 37,000 pounds to Mars. One of
the key features that SpaceX was trying to accomplish when building this rocket was its cost.
They wanted to create reusable booster rockets, so that they do not have to use millions of more
dollars to build new rockets. To accomplish this, SpaceX created a system in which these booster
rockets could land back on Earth after launching. In the Falcon Heavy launch, the two first stage
booster rockets successfully landed back on Earth in synchronization. However, the core booster,
was unsuccessful and crashed into its landing ship in the ocean.
As the test payload for the Falcon Heavy, a red Tesla roadster with a dummy astronaut named,
“Starman,” was placed in the second stage of the Falcon Heavy. The dashboard of the roadster
displays, “Don’t Panic!” The circuit board of the car has on it printed, “Made on Earth by humans.” The car also has a disk containing a
series of sci-fi books. Lastly, a plaque in
the car has the names of 6,000 SpaceX employees engraved in it. This Tesla roadster
will continue its travels in space for possibly millions to billions of years in space.
There have been some discussions that
the car may contain bacteria and other microorganisms from Earth and could cause a
problem if the roadster enters the atmosphere of Mars. However, this car is not believed to greatly divert from its path and
enter the atmosphere of Mars.
This launch by SpaceX was a great success
for a first flight and showed that it is possible for us to conserve resources and save money by
reusing booster rockets. The Falcon Heavy will become a cargo rocket and is expected to have
another launch in 3 to 6 months. It will be used to deliver payloads into space for other private
companies and the government.
SpaceX has further ambitious plans. They are creating an even larger rocket, called the
“Big Falcon Rocket,” which will use 31 engines and will be able to carry twice the weight of the
Falcon Heavy rocket, about 300,000 pounds (150 tons). In contrast, this rocket will be used for
space exploration and travel by people.
The launch of Falcon Heavy into space was a major accomplishment and an important
milestone in space exploration. It has demonstrated how innovation can enable us to be cost effective. Further innovations and technical advancement can soon make space travel a reality for
all.
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ADIDAS AND PHARRELL COLLABORATE
While India’s highly celebrated Holi Festival has already taken place, Pharrell and Adidas have
stretched out the festivities a bit further. You might have heard about a new and exciting sneaker collection coming out soon. Pharrell x Adidas NMD Hu “Powder Dye” sneakers are to be released this
week! They are colorful and based on the Indian holiday, Holi.
Now that Holi Festival has come and gone, Adidas is finalizing the release of its Pharrell x Adidas
NMD Hu “Powder Dye” Pack. All three pairs are releasing soon and two of those three are available
now through the Adidas Confirmed app. Two of the sneakers are
open for reservation now! The third, “Pink Glow” ,is coming out along
with the rest of the collection on Friday, March 16th, and they cost
$250 per pair. These cool amazing looking sneakers are sure to be on
trend soon! I would try to get them before they go out of stock!

By: Sarah Biru

NASA SENDS SECAUCUS MIDDLE SCHOOL TO THE SUN!
Our universe is so incredibly big, it’s hard to forget that we’re just small accessories to the
Earth. But, our main reason for life is the giant star in the middle of it, the sun. Now, Nasa
has come up with ground-breaking technology that will now allow us to receive up-close visuals of the sun.
But it doesn’t stop there. Nasa is asking people all over the world, big and small, to partake in an exciting mission. Individuals are able to submit their names to the sun as the Parker Solar Probe spacecraft dives into the atmosphere of the well-known star.
The person’s name will be included in a memory card that will accompany the spacecraft
as it will provide the first ever close-up of the
sun, and I have submitted the school’s name
to be a part of this fantastic voyage! SMS is
going to the sun, so follow the probe as our
amazing adventure unfolds. The probe is due
to launch on July 31, 2018.
By: Dionna Durham
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Fundraiser Challenge
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SMS recently held a fundraiser for St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital in
which some of the faculty and staff competed with each other to see who
could collect the most donations. Well, Ms. Faro, middle school math
teacher, came in first place by raising $429.51. The faculty and staff
raised a combined total of $ 802.93. What an amazing effort!
According to the rules of the contest, Ms. Faro agreed to get taped to
the wall, and as you can see, she really got taped to the wall! Thanks to
Ms. Faro and all the faculty and staff for being such good sports, and a
shout out goes to Ms. Boczon for organizing this event. A special thanks
to the students who contributed funds!
-Staff
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You Spoke...We Listened
First of all, we’d like to thank our peers for sending in
such valid and important suggestions and/or questions. They are all taken very seriously and are appreciated. We’re very excited to bring our second installment of our new column; here’s what you had to say:
Q: The school’s atmosphere is perfectly comfortable, however, I have a suggestion. Band students have to miss classes that are very important.
I think this is unfair so I have a proposal: Middle
school students should have band as a rotating
class while other students have a language or cycle (sewing, art, culinary). This may not be completely possible, but you’d do everyone a favor by
implementing a system similar to this. Thanks.
Also, I would like to be able to choose band, chorus, drama, or any major after-school activity as a
cycle. It would allow the band kids to go to their
lessons without missing valuable class time.
Additionally, the collars on the uniform should
be ABOLISHED! They are itchy, unnecessary, and
annoying. Finally, we should start school later so
we can have a healthy amount of sleep. Hoodies
from Secaucus should also be permitted.
A: (First question) We think that is a great idea
and something we have done in the past. We could
definitely suggest your ideas to Mr. Valente.
(Second question) The uniform dress code may be
a bit uncomfortable, but we will try our best to
make it suitable for all students. Hoodies are not
allowed since hoods would prevent us from identifying someone if they do something wrong and are
caught on camera. Their faces must be shown.
However, some sweatshirts without hoods from
Secaucus sports are allowed, for example, soccer
sweatshirts. Crewneck sweatshirts are also allowed if they relate to Secaucus sports or have a
school logo.

Q: What opportunities are given
to students to participate in out-ofschool educational activities?
A: Our town has many opportunities to learn and have fun at the
same time. For example, we have
the teen center, Accel Learning, Arts
and Crafts at the Craft Clique, and
Kumon, which is nearby.

Please keep your comments/

questions coming. Place them in
the bin on the desk by the main
office.
Be kind to each other.

By: Sarah Biru and Dionna Durham
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gotta get home,
gotta sleep in my own bed tonight
i’ve been gone so long
when i step through the door
it’s like nothing’s my own
the creaking floorboards are unfamiliar
my own bedroom smells like someone else
coffee puts me to sleep now
even when i take it black no sugar

the mirror doesn’t show the same girl anymore
i get home from school and my limbs fall apart

P

i’ve run out of life to live
… it’s only been twenty four hours
i spend the whole evening

O
E
T

putting myself back together
at night it’s hard to sleep
feel like i've stolen someone else’s skin
i’m lying on another girl’s pillow
my mother’s hugs aren’t as soft anymore

chocolate cake isn’t so sweet
one bite and i feel like i’m rotting my teeth
sunsets are hazy citrus clouds

R
Y

i hate oranges
friendship lost the connection
gotten tired of human interaction
got no energy left for the daily routine
got no spirit left for reality
i’m an empty shell
a girl who doesn’t care much about anyone else

stuck in the skin of some dramatic teenage baby
angry at herself and the entire world
i used to say i’d never grow old
i’d never let the rainbow lose its color
and everyday life would never lose its splendor
I used to put everything i had in all of my work
now i’m lucky if i’m able to write a single word
my home isn’t my home anymore
Is this what it’s like to grow up?

By: Liliana Hopkins
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Secaucus Middle School Science Fair 2018
Plants grown out of thin air? Battle between water and soil? Gummy fuel?
Science has always played a major role in our everyday lives. Whether you’re an astrobiologist, or a student, you incorporate science in all you do! Think for a second... without gravity absolutely nothing would stay down,
we’d all float into the atmosphere... scientific fact. The ground you’re standing on was engineered by someone who
had to use technological facts and scientific innovation. The earth is made of seventy percent water, but only a small
percentage is usable. Environmentalists are working together using critical thinking and experimental trials, to help
replenish our water supply and protect this precious natural resource.
The scientists of the future are the kids of today. Under the tutelage of Mrs. Rodriquez, SMS held its 2018
science fair displaying the hard work of many students. Each student saw three judges where they were evaluated
on their presentations. Many students established an interesting conversation with the judges and some even
learned something new from our guest judges.
Seventh grader, Naija Agarwal, did a project on hydroponics where she grew plants in an eco-friendly matter where she demonstrated how farmers can begin conserving both fertile land and freshwater. Aarti Advani asked
volunteers to watch informative videos and then emotion provoking videos. She then gave volunteers a quiz about
the informative one to see if they would recall the information in order to see if emotions can influence your memory.
Arman Budrani’s experiment was based around the alternative energy idea about whether gummy bears can be
converted into fuel and send rockets into space.
High school students also exhibited their own projects, which inspired many of the middle school students to
continue to persevere in the great work they are doing! Secaucus Middle School science teachers inspired students
to think outside of the box with these projects and it really showed. Students from other classes toured the fair and
saw the diversity of the topics worked on by their peers. The winners of the science fair were:
6th Grade:
Bronze: Mili Bakshi, Stratos Chandras,Maya Geller &
Samyan Mangat
Silver: Zachary Veloz, Leoul Melis
Gold: Alexandra Delasi, Matthew Kashian,
Andrew Kashian & Chloe Lin
7th Grade:
Bronze: Krushay Bhavsar, Naija Agrawal
and Armaan Budhrani
Silver: Anya Singh
Gold: Sophia Benavente and Saloni Singh
8th Grade:
Bronze: Arjun Athalye
Silver: Liliana Hopkins, Larue Linder, Joshua Pascale
Gold: Harveen Jhamatt
Congratulations to everyone who participated and to those
who helped make this important event such a huge success!

By: Sophia Benevente
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SMS Winter Sports

On February 14 ,
2018, the 8 grade
boy’s and girl’s
middle school basketball
seasons
ended. The girls,
led by Coach Butler, had a record of
9-3, while the boys,
coached by Mr. Innis, had a record of
4-7. Both teams
showed incredible
improvements over
the December to
February season,
and
hopefully,
most players will
continue to play
basketball throughout high school.
Congratulations to
both teams, along
with their coaches;
you all did a wonderful job! Go Patriots!
th

th

By: Athanasia
Chandras

Girl’s Team: Nicole Parise, Nurisha Ferati, Kristal Kelly, Leah Cedeno, Taylor Spellmeyer, Athanasia Chandras, Latisha Lubega, Paige Quinones,
Coach: Amber Butler Missing: Gianna Daurio, Carla Prichnello, Jordan
Rocco
Boy’s Team: Front Row: Fabian France, Joseph Parise, Ashish Tejwani, Tej
Patel, Mohammed Huraibi Back Row: Kyle Woltmann, JohnYoung, Dylan
Romero, Darren Kelly, Simon Gurguis, Luke Fornier, Linus Mundo, Alex
Wohlrab, Coach: Chris Innis
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JUST FOR FUN…
By: Destinee Salinas
Q: Why is Europe like a frying
pan?
A: Because Greece is at the
bottom
Q: What time does a tennis
player get up?
A: Tenish
Q: What did the bee say to the
flower ?
A:Hello honey

Q: Why can’t you give Elsa a
balloon?
A: Because she will let it go
Q: How do you make a tissue
dance?
A: Put a little boogie in it
Q: What do lawyers wear to
court?
A: Lawsuits

Mr. Valente: It was a team effor t,
[everyone] came up with the idea and the implementation. It’s hard to separate the two because
a plan like that is easy to come up with, but actually making it happen is a massive undertaking. So, the idea to do it was because the National School Walkout was coming up, and we
wanted our students to be able to be a part of it,
and not be in trouble, the way they were in a lot
of schools around the nation. Ms. Montesano
had come up with the idea to spell out a word,
and then she got a team of supervisors and class
advisors, and they came up with the idea of the
word ‘Hope’. My contribution to it was the idea
of using a drone; Mr. Siafakas brought the
drone, and came up with the idea of putting it to
the high school chorus singing the song
“Imagine” by John Lennon. Overall, it was a
group of people that worked together that made
it happen, and [the outcome was that] over 1,200
of our students came out to do it. I can’t say that
we thought of it [as an alternative to a walkout],
but we thought that it would be a very powerful
message to show unity from the students, faculty, staff, and administration, and that we’re all in
this together, and that this isn’t just about students, it’s about all of us.
Can you define what kind of a statement this
showed and what takeaway you believe the students gained?
Ms. Montesano: I think the statement,
not to sound cliché, was of hope. We were able
to show a sign of hope for the future of not only
the students of Parkland, but for our community
as well, because it doesn’t matter that they’re
5,000 miles away- it matters that they’re going
through something difficult, and we wanted to
give them a sign of peace, hope, and support.
...continued on p.15
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Google Expedition Comes to SMS

As technology continues to advance, it is inevitable
that society will change with it. This includes, of
course, the way we raise and teach our children, and
the environment that they will grow up in.
Recently, the eighth grade experienced the new
technology known as Google Expedition. This allowed
the students to learn and explore the wonders that virtual reality can give, as well as give the teachers an insight into the amount of change this innovation can offer to future classrooms. Real-life models for math, and
figures of animals for science can now be teleported
before the student’s eyes. The classroom of the future,
with 3D figures and immense power at one’s fingertips
is no longer a fantasy, but a change that is so close we
can touch it. With this technology, it is uncertain what the future holds for us.
“We are currently seeing a change in the way we deliver instruction in the classroom,” says Anna Boscarino, language arts teacher, who was instrumental in bringing the Google Expedition experience to Secaucus Middle School. “Google is at the forefront of these changes offering teachers the opportunity to
use online learning, virtual reality, and augmented reality
in the lessons. When I saw the pioneer program was being
offered, I quickly jumped on the opportunity to bring it to
the middle school.”
Although the process of setting up and introducing the
technology to the school was complicated and tedious,
Mrs. Boscarino and her advisors refused to give up.
“There were no guarantees that the school would be selected. Once they notified me, I had to get permission from
administration. Once I had the go ahead, I had to create the
schedule. This was the most difficult part,” she told us, “I
definitely believe it was well worth it. Any tool that motivates students to learn is worth investigating.”
When asked what effect she thought technology had on society and education, she replied ambitiously,
“Technology is revolutionizing education in the 21st century. It is an exciting time to be a teacher given
the transformation occurring in schools today. We are witnessing a shift from a teacher-centered classroom to a student-centered one where students are active participants in their learning.”
As technology continues to quickly advance, it is interesting to think that it will also change the school
system. Mrs. Boscarino commented, “I definitely believe technology will continue to influence the way
we approach education in our school system. The students of today are digital natives who learn differently than students from previous generations.”
Technology seems to be progressing faster than ever. Although it is uncertain what society may look
like in the next few years, there is no doubt that it brings upon many facilities that benefit us everyday.
A special thank-you to Mrs. Boscarino, Mrs. Rodriquez, and Mr. Mroz for putting together such an
amazing event!
By: Katherine Ren, Milene Escoto, Smriti Chopra & Thomas Matos
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Google Expedition continued
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Around Our School

As a result of multiple school shootings, many districts, like Secaucus, have put armed security
guards and police officers in place. What do you,
as an educator and administrator, envision for the
evolving function of security? If you could, speak
to daily life, field trips, school-sponsored events,
school performances, etc.
Ms. Montesano: Ever y day, when we welcome you into the building, our job as administrators is to keep you safe here. Safety and security are
one of my top priorities, because I have to ensure
that, being in an environment where you have to
learn, you are kept safe. We talk constantly about
security, what our current security situation is, how
we can improve it, so it’s really a plan that’s ever
evolving, because the type of security that we have
today, which we feel is very effective, may need to
be looked at and improved upon down the road. It’s
not a specific plan we have in place; it’s something
that’s a continuous conversation, we’re always
reevaluating what we have, and we’re always enhancing it. We do that whether we’re going on a
field trip, a school function, or even just having one
of the events we have here on campus.
Mental health has been an ongoing problem in
this country, and as you know, is the cause of multiple school shootings, including the Parkland
shooting. How has our administration enhanced
mental health support to teachers and students?
Mr. Valente: This outdates Ms. Montesano, but as of almost two years ago, we added a
second school psychologist to our guidance team.
Our psychologists and child study team are all
trained to keep an eye out for certain things, and to
make secure solutions. Really, the idea is to make
everybody feel a part of it, and comfortable; it’s an
ever-evolving process. Sometimes, people don’t
come to authority figures or other adults for help,
but more often than not, there’s at least one adult in
a building that every student feels comfortable going to. Whoever it is, most people have more than
one person to turn to. Sometimes, we get information through parents contacting the school, and
then it becomes something we investigate. It definitely is something where we would like to say,
“Hey, come and tell us when something’s wrong,”
but we’re all people, and people don’t always act
the way they should.
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In the event of future walkouts for political or
social causes, can you briefly speak to what the
district policy is regarding student demonstrations? I know some New Jersey districts penalized students for participating in the National
School Walkout. Where does our district stand?
Ms. Montesano: I would never stop students from sharing a message. I will tell you that
I’d want that message to be a positive one, that
would positively impact whatever situation that
we’re looking at, and that’s why we did what we
did for this day. I would hope that if students
wanted to have a demonstration, or share their
support in whatever group or situation, that they
would come and talk to us, and then we would
work together and ensure that whatever message
they wanted to show would be heard, and that we
could ensure your safety. We don’t want to hold
a demonstration that could hurt anybody, send
the wrong message to someone, or put others in
danger. [However,] I do believe in sending messages, especially positive messages, and any time
our students want to do that in a positive light,
with everyone working together, I think that
those are wonderful things to do.
Is there anything else you would like to
share?
Mr. Valente: I’ve r eceived wor d fr om
MSNBC that they’re doing a documentary on the
Parkland shooting. They reached out to us, and
asked permission if they could incorporate our
video in their documentary, so we granted permission. We’re still [discussing the issue], but it
seems like they’re going to use it, and they’re
going to let us know when it comes out, so that
we can tell everybody… I’m just so proud of
everyone, in so many ways. As a human being,
to see that many people come out, and I didn’t
hear about any problems; the students walked
out, orderly and lined up orderly. Everyone did
everything they had to do. As an administrator,
that’s what makes me proud: faculty, administrators, students, everyone taking part, with only
about 2% of the combined student body opting
out of the walkout.
By: Athanasia Chandras

